
Corporate
Questionnaire

1. How many employees are estimated to participate in the program?

2. Is there currently an established prescription safety glass program in place?

3. Are you looking for specific styles of frames and lenses?

4. Do you intend to order a set amount of frames at a special price for stocking at your
location?

5. Determine who will be ordering.

6. Choose your preferred payment collection method.

7. Determine the amount you want to contribute for your employees’ glasses.
* We can arrange a setup where any additional amount can be paid by the employee via credit card or PayPal.

8. Would you prefer ordering through the portal or would you opt to email us an order form and
RX form, either by you or the employee?

9. Would you like to determine if there are any options that must be mandatory for purchase?

After filled send this forms to sales@vseyewear.com
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1.  How many employees are estimated to participate in the program?

2. Is there currently an established prescription safety glass program in place?

3. Are you looking for specific styles of frames and lenses?

4. Do you intend to order a set amount of frames at a special price for stocking at your
location?

5. Determine who will be ordering.

6. Choose your preferred payment collection method.

7. Determine the amount you want to contribute for your employees’ glasses.
* We can arrange a setup where any additional amount can be paid by the employee via credit card or PayPal.

8. Would you prefer ordering through the portal or would you opt to email us an order form and 
RX form, either by you or the employee?

9. Would you like to determine if there are any options that must be mandatory for purchase?

10.What lens types can be ordered?

11.What lens materials can be ordered?

12.What lens colors can be ordered?

13.What lens coatings can be ordered?

14.When do you intend to initiate the RX Safety Glasses Corporate program?
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After filled send this forms to sales@vseyewear.com
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